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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis: A Practical Introduction, Second EditionCRC Press, 2008
Praise for the first edition  

 The author of this book has taught many short courses on DMA and this shows in his book…This reviewer found the last chapter, on the section on the application of DMA to real problems to be very useful… quite useful to someone who is just beginning to do thermal methods and wants to...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 1977
One feature that distinguishes the education of the chemical engineer from that of other engineers is an exposure to the basic concepts of chemical reaction kinetics and chemical reactor design. This textbook provides a judicious introductory level overview of these subjects. Emphasis is placed on the aspects of chemical kinetics and material and...
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Smart Graphics: 11th International Symposium on Smart Graphics, Bremen, Germany, July 18-20, 2011Springer, 2011

	The International Symposium on Smart Graphics serves as a scientific forum
	that attracts researchers and practitioners from the fields of computer graphics,
	artificial intelligence, cognitive science, human–computer interaction, interface
	design, and information visualization. Initiated by Andreas Butz, Antonio
	Kr¨uger, and...
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Ecological Modeling for Resource ManagementSpringer, 2002

	This book was developed from a workshop on the “Effective Use of
	Ecological Modeling in Management,” held in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
	on October 23–26, 2000. The workshop was sponsored by the Department
	of Defense’s (DoD’s) Strategic Environmental Research and Development
	Program (SERDP), the Army Research...
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Perspectives in Cancer Prevention-Translational Cancer ResearchSpringer, 2013

	Being a complex disease that affects millions of people world over, cancer research has assumed great significance. Translational cancer research transforms scientific discoveries in the laboratory or population studies into clinical application to reduce incidence of cancer , morbidity and mortality. It is becoming increasingly evident that...
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Breast Cancer Research Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	A collection of both well-established and cutting-edge methods for investigating breast cancer biology not only in the laboratory, but also in clinical settings. These readily reproducible techniques solve a variety of problems, ranging from how to collect, store, and prepare human breast tumor samples for analysis, to analyzing cells in vivo...
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Stem Cell Research: Medical Applications And Ethical Controversy (The New Biology)Checkmark Books, 2006

	Examines stem cells from the scientific and social viewpoints, including what they are, their laboratory study, their use in medicine, the ethical issues involved, and the legal issues in American and Europe.
...
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Integrated Formal Methods: 4th International Conference, IFM 2004, CanterburySpringer, 2004
The fourth conference in the series of international meetings on Integrated Formal Methods, IFM, was held in Canterbury, UK, 4–7 April 2004. The conference was organized by the Computing Laboratory at the University of Kent, whose main campus is just outside the ancient town of Canterbury, part of the county of Kent.

Kent is...
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Mass Spectrometry in Biophysics : Conformation and Dynamics of BiomoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The first systematic summary of biophysical mass spectrometry techniques      

Recent advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have pushed the frontiers of analytical chemistry into the biophysical laboratory.  As a result, the biophysical community's acceptance of MS-based methods, used to study protein higher-order structure and dynamics,...
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Polysaccharide based Nano-Biocarrier in Drug DeliveryCRC Press, 2018

	With the growing awareness of drug-induced diseases in the last few decades, the trend of phar

	maceutical research had shifted to drug targeting. The research community seems to be fascinated

	with idea of delivering drugs at an optimal rate to their exact site of action. Once considered wishful

	thinking, nanotechnology has made this...
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Foundations of Oscillator Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006

	My interest in oscillators started many years ago when I was an undergraduate
	student and one of the laboratory experiments was the design of a Colpitts oscillator.
	It was amazing to see how a sinusoidal signal appeared when the power supply
	was turned on. What an interesting way of controlling the motion of electrons in
	the circuit!...
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JavaTech, an Introduction to Scientific and Technical Computing with JavaCambridge University Press, 2005
Java is a serious language suitable for demanding applications in science and
engineering. Really, we promise! Java offers a lot more than just those little
applets in your Web browser.

In JavaTech we focus on how Java can perform useful tasks in technical computing.
These tasks might involve an animated simulation to...
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